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Abstract: Remote authentication for multi-server environment can help users register only once and access arbitrary services
conveniently in the same registry realm. However, most of the solutions are plagued by security problems. In this paper, we point
out that ‘a novel smart card and dynamic ID based remote user authentication scheme for multi-server environment’ is vulnerable
to user impersonation attack, server masquerade attack and cannot achieve forward secrecy. Therefore, by introducing biometrics as
the third authentication factor, we devise an enhanced three-factor based remote authentication with key agreement scheme for multiserver environment. In our designation, we combine the technologies of Client Puzzle, Fuzzy Extractor, message authentication code
(MAC) and Diffie-Hellman key exchange. Moreover, our proposal not only maintains the advantages of the original, but also preserves
user privacy with optional access mode. Meanwhile, it can be also reduced to two-factor based scheme with less security properties
for specific applications. Finally, the proposed scheme is proved to work correctly through BAN-Logic, and the security analysis and
performance cost are discussed to show that our proposal is more secure, robust and practical.
Keywords: authentication, biometrics, mobile device, password, smart card

1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Problems
With the fast development of network technologies and
communication systems, more and more information
services can be obtained anytime and anywhere using
advanced mobile devices (e.g., mobile phones and
handheld computers) through wireless networks. Various
applications, such as E-government and E-commerce, are
carried out and provided around the world as information
services. Multi-server architecture [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10] as
a new communication model appears to solve the tedious
and duplicate registrations in single-server environment
for convenience and privacy. There are three types of
participants, including registration center, service servers
and users, involved in the multi-server communication
systems. Registration center administrates all the service
servers and users, who have registered in its trust domain.
Users, who have registered in the registration center only
∗ Corresponding

once, can obtain their desired services from different
service servers under the help of the same registration
center.
However, security is the main concern for users and
service providers, because it guarantees the
confidentiality, integrity and authentication of private
communications over public channels. Foremost, as the
first line of defense, authentication plays an important
role to ensure the security of the information and
communication system. It can ensure legal users
obtaining their authorized services and forbid the illegal
users accessing the information systems. In addition, it
also provides the approval for accounting, authorization
and auditing as the fundamental mechanism in access
control. As a consequence, ideal remote authentication
schemes are urgent needed, nowadays, to secure
information and communication systems.
The motivation of this paper is to investigate remote
user authentication schemes for multi-server architecture
based on three factors (password, mobile device and
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biometrics). Traditional two-factor (i.e., password and
smart card) authentication schemes cannot satisfy the
security requirements under the assumption that the
property of tamper-resistance for smart cards can be
breached by some approaches. In other words, the
credential used for authentication can be compromised
within the smart card, and such situation threats the
security of authentication scheme in its application.
Therefore, we introduce the third authentication factor to
improve the information assurance in distributed systems.

against several attacks and not reparable. In addition,
Hsiang et al. presented an efficient improvement over
Liao and Wang’s scheme with more security. In 2011, Lee
at al. [13] observed that Hsiang et al.’s improved scheme
is still open to masquerade attack and server spoofing
attack. Meanwhile, Lee et al. also proposed an
enhancement to conquer the weaknesses in Hsiang et al.’s
scheme. Recently, Li et al. [14] analyzed Lee et al.’s
improvement and pointed out that forgery attack and
server spoofing attack are effective on their scheme, and
their scheme could not provide proper authentication if
mutual authentication message is partly modified. In
order to remove these weaknesses, Li et al. proposed a
novel smart card and dynamic ID based remote user
authentication scheme for multi-server environment. They
also demonstrated that their scheme could satisfy all the
essential requirements for multi-server environment.
After that, several other proposals are presented in the
literature [38,33,34,32,37,35] for dynamic ID
authentication. However, there still exist some minor
weaknesses in terms of security and efficiency.
Furthermore, the methods of dynamic ID-based
authentication in [36,39] provide advanced approaches to
achieve user-privacy-preserving.

1.2 Related Works
Password-based remote user authentication schemes in
single server environment have been investigated for
decades, since Lamport [1] developed the password
authentication with insecure communication in 1981.
However, password is chosen from a small space and
vulnerable to guessing attacks. In addition, password
verification table stored in the database of remote server
is also susceptible to compromise attack by the
administrators or intruders. Accordingly, smart card as the
second factor appeared in authentication schemes [20,19]
to enhance the security of password-based authentication
schemes. It is generally assumed that smart card is a
tamper-resistant device, i.e., smart card can protect the
sensitive data stored in its memory from being tampered
or compromised. Unfortunately, Kocher et al. [15],
Messerges et al. [16] and Leng [17] pointed out that the
above assumption may be problematic. In fact, the
adversary can extract the data from the smart card by
monitoring the power consumption or analyzing the
leaked information, and further launch smart card breach
attacks in authentication schemes. Consequently, a lot of
smart card based authentication schemes [25,21,22,24]
were broken down without the assumption of
tamper-resistance. Later on, the third authentication
factor, biometrics, was introduced for constructing secure
authentication schemes [23,18,27,26]. Specifically, in
2011, Huang et al. [18] presented a generic framework for
three-factor authentication scheme, which preserves
security and privacy in distributed systems.
Nevertheless, the above conventional schemes in
single server environment cannot be applied to
multi-server environment directly for the concerns of
security and practicability, due to the particular features
of multi-server architecture [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10]. In 2009,
Liao and Wang [11] proposed a secure dynamic ID based
remote user authentication scheme for multi-server
environment. It can achieve user’s anonymity to avoid
being traced and identified user’s request by static ID.
They claimed that their proposal satisfied all the
requirements for multi-server environment, including
single registration, low computation, no verification table,
password update freely, mutual authentication with key
agreement and security. Later on, Hsiang et al. [12]
pointed out that Liao and Wang’s scheme is defenseless
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1.3 Contributions
In this paper, we find out Li et al.’s scheme [14] is
vulnerable to user impersonation attack, server
masquerade attack, and cannot achieve forward security.
In order to overcome the weaknesses, we present a
three-factor authentication scheme with key agreement
for multi-server environment. We also prove the validity
of our scheme through BAN-Logic. In addition, our
designation can be reduced to two-factor (password and
mobile device) authentication scheme if it is necessary,
and it supports both anonymous and real-identity access
mode. Finally, the security and performance analysis are
presented to show that our scheme is more secure, robust
and practical through comparing with related proposals.

1.4 Organizations
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the
scheme in [14] is reviewed in brief and the security
analysis of their scheme is presented in section 3. Some
preliminaries of related technologies are introduced in
section 4. Then, we present our enhanced scheme in
section 5 and prove its validity in section 6. In addition,
we also analyze our proposal in section 7. Finally, the
conclusion is given in section 8. The abbreviations and
notations used in this paper are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Notations Used in This Paper
symbols notions
Ui
ith user
Sj
jth service server
RC
registration center
IDi
identity of Ui
PWi
password of Ui
wi
biometrics information of Ui
Nonce
random number used only once
SID j
identity of S j
CIDi
dynamic identity of Ui
x
master secret key of the registration center
y
secret number of the registration center
SK
session key shared between Ui and S j
h(·)
collision-resistant one way hash function
⊕
exclusive OR operation
||
concatenation
−→
public channels
=⇒
secret channels
Adv
adversary
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Step L2. The smart card generates a nonce Ni and
computes Pi j = Ei ⊕ h(h(SID j ||h(y))||Ni ),CIDi =
Ai ⊕ h(Di ||SID j ||Ni ), M1 = h(Pi j ||CIDi ||Di ||Ni ),
M2 = h(SID j ||h(y)) ⊕ Ni .
Step L3. Ui submits the login request {Pi j ,CIDi , M1 , M2 }
to S j .

2.3 Verification Phase
S j and Ui execute the following steps for mutual
authentication and key agreement after S j received Ui ’s
login request.
Step
V1.
Sj
computes
Ni = h(SID j ||h(y)) ⊕ M2 , Ei = Pi j ⊕ h(h(SID j ||h(y))||Ni ),
Bi = Ei ⊕ h(x||y), Di = h(Bi ||h(x||y)), Ai =
CIDi ⊕ h(Di ||SID j ||Ni ) with received login request
{Pi j ,CIDi , M1 , M2 }
and
its
secret
keys
h(SID j ||h(y)), h(x||y).
Step V2. S j computes and checks the equation
?

2 Review of Li et al.’s scheme
In this section, we briefly review the scheme in [14], which
consists of four phases: registration, login, verification and
password change phase. The detailed steps are described
as follows and illustrated in Fig 1.

2.1 Registration phase
RC chooses the master secret key x and a secret number y
to compute h(x||y), h(SID j ||h(y)), and shares them with
S j via a secure channel. Ui and RC perform the following
steps to finish registration phase.
Step R1. Ui freely chooses IDi and PWi , and computes
Ai = h(b ⊕ PWi), where b is a random number generated
by Ui . Then Ui sends IDi and Ai to RC for registration
through a secure channel.
Step R2. RC computes Bi = h(IDi ||x),Ci =
h(IDi ||h(y)||Ai ), Di = h(Bi ||h(x||y)), Ei = Bi ⊕ h(x||y).
Step R3. RC sends the smart card containing
{Ci , Di , Ei , h(·), h(y)} to Ui via a secure channel.
Step R4. Ui stores b into the smart card, and the smart
card contains {Ci , Di , Ei , b, h(·), h(y)}.

2.2 Login phase
Ui performs the following steps to generate the login
request.
Step L1. Ui inputs IDi and PWi after inserting the smart
card into the card reader. Then the smart card computes
Ai = h(b ⊕ PWi ),Ci∗ = h(IDi ||h(y)||Ai ), and checks
whether the computed Ci∗ is equal to the stored Ci . If
Ci∗ = Ci , the smart card continues the next step.
Otherwise, the smart card terminates the procedure.

h(Pi j ||CIDi ||Di ||Ni ) = M1 . If they are not equal, S j rejects
the login request. Otherwise, S j accepts and generates a
nonce
Nj
to
compute
M3 = h(Di ||Ai ||N j ||SID j ), M4 = Ai ⊕ Ni ⊕ N j . After that,
S j sends the reply message {M3 , M4 } to Ui
Step
V3.
Ui
computes
N j = Ai ⊕ Ni ⊕ M4 , h(Di ||Ai ||N j ||SID j ) after receiving
{M3 , M4 }. If the equation h(Di ||Ai ||N j ||SID j ) = M3
holds, Ui successfully authenticates S j and continues
computing the mutual authentication message
M5 = h(Di ||Ai ||Ni ||SID j ) and sending {M5 } to S j .
Otherwise, Ui rejects the message and terminates the
current session.
Step
V4.
Sj
computes
and
checks
?

h(Di ||Ai ||Ni ||SID j ) = M5 after receiving {M5 }. If
equation holds, S j successfully authenticates Ui
mutual authentication is completed. Otherwise,
session will be terminated.
Finally, Ui and S j compute and share the session
SK = h(Di ||Ai ||Ni ||N j ||SID j ).

the
and
the
key

2.4 Password Change Phase
Ui can update PWi freely anytime and anywhere by
executing the following steps off-line.
Step P1. Ui inputs IDi and PWi after inserting the smart
card into the card reader.
Step
P2.
The
smart
card
computes
Ai = h(b ⊕ PWi ),Ci∗ = h(IDi ||h(y)||Ai ), and checks
whether the computed Ci∗ is equal to the stored Ci . If
Ci∗ = Ci , Ui inputs a new password PWinew and the smart
card generates a new random number bnew . Otherwise, the
smart card rejects the password change request and
terminates the procedure.
Step
P3.
The
smart
card
computes
new ),Cnew = h(ID ||h(y)||Anew ).
Anew
=
h(b
⊕
PW
i
new
i
i
i
i
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RC

Registration Phase

Ui

h(b  PWi )}

R1.{IDi , Ai

R3.{Ci , Di , Ei , h(), h( y )}  SmartCard

R 4.Writes b into smart card
{Ci , Di , Ei , b, h(), h( y )}  SmartCard

Ci*
*
i

C

h( IDi || x)

Ci

h( IDi || h( y ) || Ai )

Di

h( Bi || h( x || y ))

Ei

Bi  h( x || y )

Login Phase

Ui
h(b  PWi )

L1. Ai

R 2. Bi

Sj

h( IDi || h( y ) || Ai )
? Ci

L 2. N i  Nonce

Ei  h(h( SID j || h( y )) || N i )

Pij
CIDi

Ai  h( Di || SID j || N i )

M1

h( Pij || CIDi || Di || N i )

M2

h( SID j || h( y ))  N i
L3.{Pij , CIDi , M 1 , M 2 }
Verification Phase

V1. N i

h( SID j || h( y ))  M 2

Ei

Pij  h(h( SID j || h( y )) || N i )

Bi

Ei  h( x || y )

Di

h( Bi || h( x || y ))

Ai

CIDi  h( Di || SID j || N i )

V 2. h( Pij || CIDi || Di || N i ) ? M 1

N j  Nonce

{M 3 , M 4 }

V 3. N j

M3

h( Di || Ai || N j || SID j )

M4

Ai  N i  N j

Ai  N i  M 4

h( Di || Ai || N j || SID j ) ? M 3
M5

h( Di || Ai || N i || SID j )

SK

V 4. h( Di || Ai || N i || SID j ) ? M 5
h( Di || Ai || N i || N j || SID j )

P1. IDi , PWi
P 2. Ai
*
i

{M 5 }

Password Change Phase

h(b  PWi )

C

h( IDi || h( y ) || Ai )

Ci*

? Ci

P3. PWi new , bnew
Ainew
new
i

C

h(bnew  PWi new )
h( IDi || h( y ) || Ainew )

P 4. bnew , Cinew o b, Ci

Fig. 1: Li et al.’s scheme
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Step P4. The smart card replaces b,Ci with bnew ,Cinew ,
and password change phase is successfully finished.
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After
Sj
receiving
the
login
message
{Pi j ,CIDi , M1 , M2 }, S j and Adv perform the following
steps.
Step UV1: S j computes:

3 Analysis of Li et al.’s scheme
In this section, the analysis of the scheme in [14] is
presented to show that their scheme is exposed to lost
smart card (smart card breach) attack under the following
assumptions:
(i)Adv has the full control of public communication
channels, i.e., Adv can eavesdrop, insert, intercept,
modify and delete the messages transmitted through
insecure networks arbitrarily.
(ii)Moreover, Adv can get the legal user’s smart card and
extract the data {Ci , Di , Ei , b, h(·), h(y)} stored in its
memory. Although smart card is usually used in
authentication protocols as the tamper-resistant
device, which can protect the data stored in its
memory, several investigations [15,16,17] show that
such an assumption may be problematic. The
adversary could extract the data stored in the smart
card by monitoring the power assumption or
analyzing the leaked information. In addition, Adv
could get Ui ’s smart card by stealing, copying, losing,
corrupting and so on.
(iii)Note that, although SID j is not transmitted in the
login request, it must be known to every participant
involved in the scheme including Adv, because SID j
represents the destination of the login request.
Generally speaking, service servers always public
their addresses or identities in the bulletin board.
Under the above reasonable assumptions, we
demonstrate smart card breach attacks are effective on the
scheme in [14].

3.1 User Impersonation Attack
If
the
adversary
obtains
the
information
{Ci , Di , Ei , b, h(·), h(y)} from Ui ’s smart card, then Adv
can impersonate as legal user Ui to login S j without
knowing IDi or PWi by performing the following steps.
Step UL1: Adv ignores the step L1 in Li et al.’s scheme
and executes the next step.
Step UL2: Adv forges the login request as follows:
Pi j = Ei ⊕ h(h(SID j ||h(y))||Ni ),
CIDi = Ai ⊕ h(Di ||SID j ||Ni ),
M1 = h(Pi j ||CIDi ||Di ||Ni ),
M2 = h(SID j ||h(y)) ⊕ Ni ,
where Ni and Ai are forged by Adv.
Step UL3: Adv submits {Pi j ,CIDi , M1 , M2 } to S j as the
login request message.

Ni = h(SID j ||h(y)) ⊕ M2,
Ei = Pi j ⊕ h(h(SID j ||h(y))||Ni ),
Bi = Ei ⊕ h(x||y),
Di = h(Bi ||h(x||y)),
Ai = CIDi ⊕ h(Di ||SID j ||Ni ).
Step UV2. S j computes and checks the equation
?

h(Pi j ||CIDi ||Di ||Ni ) = M1 .
The equation must hold, because Adv forges
M1 = h(Pi j ||CIDi ||Di ||Ni ). Then S j generates a nonce N j
and computes
M3 = h(Di ||Ai ||N j ||SID j ),
M4 = Ai ⊕ Ni ⊕ N j .
Finally, S j sends to Ui the message
{M3 , M4 }.
Step UV3. Adv intercepts the message {M3 , M4 } from S j ,
and computes
N j = Ai ⊕ Ni ⊕ M4 ,
and then sends {M5 } to S j .
Step UV4. After receiving the message M5 from Adv, S j
computes and checks the equation
?

h(Di ||Ai ||Ni ||SID j ) = M5 .
The equation must be hold, because Adv forges it with
correct Di . Then, S j successfully authenticates Adv as the
legal user and the mutual authentication is completed.
After mutual authentication phase, Adv and S j
compute and share the session key
SK = h(Di ||Ai ||Ni ||N j ||SID j ).
Finally, under the assumption of smart card breach, Adv
successfully impersonates Ui to cheat S j without knowing
IDi or PWi , because S j cannot distinguish Ai , Ni from
Ai , Ni , which are generated by Ui or Adv.
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3.2 Server Masquerade Attack

3.3 Forward Security

Adv can masquerade as the remote server to cheat the
legal user Ui with the extracted information
{Ci , Di , Ei , b, h(·), h(y)} from Ui ’s smart card. The details
of such attack are described as follows.
When Ui wants to login S j and executes the step
L1-L4 in Li et al.’s scheme as usual, and then Ui submits
{Pi j ,CIDi , M1 , M2 } to S j as the login request message.
After that, Adv intercepts the login request
{Pi j ,CIDi , M1 , M2 } transmitted from Ui to S j over the
insecure channels and performs the following steps to
masquerade as S j to cheat Ui without knowing h(x||y).
Step SV1: Adv computes:

Forward security of the session key means that there is
nobody can recover the session key even if all the
participants’ credentials are compromised to the
adversary, who has recorded all the communication
transcripts. Nevertheless, Li et al. do not consider such an
attack in their proposal, because the adversary can
reconstruct the previous session keys as well as the legal
user whose smart card is corrupted and compromised. In
details, if Adv gets Ui ’s smart card and extracts the data
{Ci , Di , Ei , b, h(·), h(y)} stored in its memory, while
recording all the transcripts between Ui and S j . Then Adv
can
recover
the
key
materials
Ni
=
h(SID j ||h(y))
⊕
M2 , Ai
=
CIDi ⊕ h(Di ⊕ SID j ⊕ Ni ), N j = M4 ⊕ Ai ⊕ Ni and reveal
the session key SK = h(Di ||Ai ||Ni ||N j ||SID j ).

Ni = h(SID j ||h(y)) ⊕ M2,
Ai = CIDi ⊕ h(Di ||SID j ||Ni ).
Step SV2: Adv generates a nonce N j and computes
M3 = h(Di ||Ai ||N j ||SID j ),
M4 = Ai ⊕ Ni ⊕ N j .

4 Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some concepts and
technologies used in our proposal.

After that, Adv sends to Ui the message

4.1 Client Puzzle

{M3 , M4 }.
Step SV3. Upon receiving the message {M3 , M4 } from
Adv, Ui computes and checks
N j = Ai ⊕ Ni ⊕ M4 ,
?

h(Di ||Ai ||N j ||SID j ) = M3 .
The equation must hold, because Adv forges M3 with
correct Di , Ai , SID j . Then, Ui computes and sends the
mutual authentication message
M5 = h(Di ||Ai ||Ni ||SID j )
to the server S j .
Step
SV4.
Adv
intercepts
the
message
M5 = h(Di ||Ai ||Ni ||SID j ), computes and checks the
equation
?
h(Di ||Ai ||Ni ||SID j ) = M5 .
If the equation holds, Adv successfully authenticates Ui
and the mutual authentication is completed. This step
could be ignored, because Adv’s target is to masquerade
as the remote server to cheat the legal user.
After mutual authentication phase, Ui and Adv
compute and share the session key
SK = h(Di ||Ai ||Ni ||N j ||SID j ).
Finally, under the assumption of smart card breach, Adv
successfully masquerades as the remote server S j to cheat
Ui without knowing h(x||y).
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Definition 1. Client Puzzle [28,29,25] consists of five
algorithms,
named:
CP Setup,CP GenPuz,CP FindSoln,CP VerAuth,CP VerSoln.

(i)CP Setup : This probabilistic polynomial-time
algorithm takes as input a security parameter λ ,
generates and returns a set of public parameters
PubPara and a secret key s, the former of which
includes a puzzle difficulty parameter space QSpace.
(ii)CP GenPuz : This probabilistic polynomial-time
algorithm takes as inputs s, QSpace and a session
string str, and returns a client puzzle ClientPuzzle.
(iii)CP FindSoln : This is a probabilistic puzzle solving
algorithm takes as inputs ClientPuzzle and t, and
returns potential solution soln after running time at
most t.
(iv)CP VerAuth : This deterministic polynomial time
puzzle authenticity verification algorithm takes as
inputs s,ClientPuzzle and returns true or false
(v)CP VerSoln : This deterministic polynomial time
puzzle solution verification algorithm takes as inputs
s, str,ClientPuzzle, soln and returns true or false.
In our construction, we take the mechanism Client
Puzzle as a component. It generates a client puzzle
ClientPuzzle by service server in terms of its current
system overhead and verifies user’s soln as the reply of
the ClientPuzzle. Figure 2 illustrates the main process of
our construction. In addition, we design Client Puzzle
with the technology CAPTCHA (Completely Automated
Public Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart)
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1. CP _ GenPuz o ClientPuzzle

2. ClientPuzzle
3. CP _ FindSoln o Soln
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Server
4. Soln

5. CP _ VerSoln o {0,1}

User

Fig. 2: The Component of Client Puzzle

[30] to resist DoS attack. In details, the service server
generates a client puzzle and sends it to the user as the
reply of access request in the form of picture. The
solution of the client puzzle can be found easily for a real
person (user), but hard for a machine. Generally speaking,
it can prevent massive login request sent by the machine,
then resist denial of service attacks caused by exhausting
computation/communication resource.

4.2 Fuzzy Extractor
Definition 2. Fuzzy Extractor [31,18] generates a nearly
random string R from its biometrics input w in an error
tolerant way. If the biometrics input changes but remains
close, the extracted R can be recovered as the same as
before under the help of the auxiliary string P. Fuzzy
Extractor consists of two procedures called
FE Gen, FE Rep described formally by the parameters
(M, m, l,t, ε ) as follows.
(i)FE Gen : This is a probabilistic generation algorithm,
which on biometrics input w ∈ M outputs an
”extracted” string R ∈ {0, 1}l and an auxiliary string
P ∈ 0, 1∗ . A set M is a metric space with a distance
function dis:M × M → R+ = [0, ∞), which obeys
various natural properties. For any distribution W on
M of min-entropy m, if < R, P >← Gen(w), then we
have SD(< R, P >, < Ul , P >) ≤ ε , where
SD(A, B) = 12 ∑v | Pr(A = v)− Pr(B = v)| denotes the
statistical distance between two probability
distribution A and B, and Ul denotes the uniform
distribute on l-bit binary strings.
(ii)FE Rep : This is a deterministic reproduction
procedure allowing to recover R from the
corresponding auxiliary string P and any vector w′
close to w: for all w, w′ ∈ M satisfying dis(w, w′ ) ≤ t if
< R, P >← Gen(w), then we have Rep(w′ , P) = R.
In our construction, we take advantage of algorithm
Fuzzy Extractor to generate a nearly random number R
and the auxiliary random number P. The main process of
Fuzzy Extractor is shown in Figure 3. Here, we utilize R
and PWi to protect authentication credentials from being
compromised, meanwhile using R to protect PWi from
being guessed. Thus, Fuzzy Extractor is a critical
mechanism, because the secret number R can be
recovered only by the unique legal user owning
corresponding biometrics w′i and having the auxiliary
random number P stored in his/her mobile device.

4.3 MAC
Definition 3. MAC is a tuple of probabilistic polynomial
algorithms MAC Gen, MAC Mac, MAC V r f y fulfilling
the follows:
(i)MAC Gen : This algorithm takes as input 1n and
outputs a uniformly distributed key k of length n
denoted by k ← MAC Gen(1n).
(ii)MAC Mac : This algorithm receives for input some k ∈
{0, 1}n and m ∈ {0, 1}∗, and outputs some t ∈ {0, 1}∗,
which we call it MACtag .
(iii)MAC V r f y : This algorithm receives for input some
k ∈ {0, 1}n, m ∈ {0, 1}∗ and t ∈ {0, 1}∗, and outputs a
bit b ∈ {0, 1}.
(iv)For every n, every k ∈ {0, 1}n and every m ∈ {0, 1}∗, it
holds that MAC V r f yk (m, MAC Mac(m)) = 1.
In our construction, we take advantage of MAC to
verify the transmitted messages online. It identifies the
source of received information indeed from the intended
participant. It also plays the role of identity
authentication.

4.4 Diffie-Hellman key exchange
Definition 4. Diffie-Hellman key exchange is a primitive
cryptographic protocol described as follows:
(i)DH Setup : The system public parameters consist of a
large prime number q, a multiplicative group (G, ·) and
an element g ∈ G as the generator of group G, where
the order of g is a large prime number p.
(ii)DH Exchange : The participants A and B randomly
choose ephemeral secret numbers a and b,
b = ga and B
respectively. Then A computes A
b
b
computes B = g . After that, A and B exchange their
b and Bb to each other, and keep
public key material A
their secret number a and b private.
(iii)DH Generation : A computes the session key SK = Bba
bb .
and B computes the session key SK = A
As well as known, the primitive DH key exchange
protocol is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attack.
Therefore, in our construction, we embedded an improved
authenticated DH key exchange protocol to overcome the
aforementioned security flaw.
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Fig. 3: The Component of Fuzzy Extractor

5 Proposal

There are two operations in registration phase, including
service server registration and user registration.

device. The mobile device generates the secret
random number Ri and the auxiliary string Pi by
calling algorithm (Ri , Pi ) ← FE Gen, then computes
RPWi = h(PWi ||Ri ) and sends {IDi , RPWi } to RC over
a secure channel for registration.
(ii)RC ⇒ Ui : {Ai , gx }
RC writes IDi into its user registration list if he/she
satisfies the registration policy and computes
Ci = h(IDi ||x), Ai = h(IDi ⊕ RPWi ) ⊕ Ci . Then, RC
sends {Ai , gx } to Ui , where x and gx are master secret
key and public key of registration center.
(iii)Ui stores {Pi , Ai , gx ,Vi } in its mobile device, where Vi =
h(IDi ||RPWi ) is computed by mobile device.

5.1.1 Service Server Registration

After that, Ui registers in RC successfully and obtains
his/her credential Ci , which is protected by IDi , PWi , Ri and
used for remote authentication.

When the service server S j wants to provide services for
the users managed by the registration center RC, it should
register in RC as a legal service server by performing the
following steps:

5.2 Login and Authentication with Key
Exchange Phase

In this section, we devise a three-factor authentication
scheme with session key agreement for multi-server
environment, including registration phase, login and
authentication with key exchange phase, and password
change phase.

5.1 Registration Phase

(i)S j → RC : SID j
S j chooses its identifier SID j and sends it to RC over
public channels.
(ii)RC ⇒ S j : MK j
RC generates the MAC key MK j by calling MAC Gen
and sends it to S j through secure channels.
S j registers as a legal service server and obtains its
MAC key MK j , which should be kept secure by itself.
Then RC writes SID j with corresponding MK j to its
server registration list. It means that RC and S j pre-share
the MAC key MK j , and they will use it to confirm the
message resource and ensure the legality of each server
without compromising MK j .

Figure 4 shows the architecture overview of login and
authentication with key exchange phase. The interactions
among Ui , S j and RC consists of Access Request,
Login Request,
Auth Request,
Access Reply,
Auth Reply, Login Reply and Key Confirm.
When Ui wants to obtain services from S j , Ui and S j
should authenticate each other and exchange a secure
session key for private communication. RC plays the role
of the third trusted party between Ui and S j to help them
establish trust relationships. The details about this phase
are described as follows.
5.2.1 Access Request
Ui → S j : {SID j , gs }

5.1.2 User Registration
When a user wants to obtain the service, he/she should
register in RC by performing the following steps:
(i)Ui ⇒ RC : {IDi , RPWi }
Ui inputs his/her chosen identity IDi and password
PWi , and the extracted biometrics wi into the mobile
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Ui generates the access request {SID j , gs } and sends it
to S j as the initialization of this session, where g is the
generator of multiplicative group (G, ·) with prime order
p, s ∈ Zq∗ is a nonce chosen by Ui and q is a large prime
number. Note that, we denote the random ephemeral
number as nonce in this paper. The mobile device stores
and denotes {SID j , gs } as the session identifier.
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Fig. 4: Architecture Overview of Our Devise

5.2.2 Access Reply
S j → Ui : {ClientPuzzle}
Upon receiving the access request, S j replies the
{ClientPuzzle} to Ui , where client puzzle is
pre-generated by calling the algorithm CP GenPuz. Note
that, the solution of the client puzzle consists of the
contributor gt of the session key, where t ∈ Zq∗ is a nonce.
In addition, {ClientPuzzle} is sent by the technology
CAPTCHA to resist DoS attack. S j stores and denotes
{SID j , gs , gt } as the session identifier.

After confirming its legal holder, mobile device
computes
Ci = Ai ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ RPWi ),CIDi =
(gx )s ⊕ IDi , MAC1 = MAC MacCi (SID j ||gs ||gt ||CIDi ) and
sends the Login Request {SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , MAC1 } to
S j . Meanwhile, mobile device should update its session
identifier as {SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi }.
5.2.4 Auth Request
S j → RC : {SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , MAC1 , MAC2 }
After confirming validity of ClientPuzzle by the
algorithm CP V r f y, S j forwards the Login Request with
MAC2 = MAC MacMK j (SID j ||gs ||gt ||CIDi ||MAC1 ) to RC
as Auth Request.

5.2.3 Login Request
Ui → S j : {SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , MAC1 }
Upon receiving Access Reply, Ui first solves
ClientPuzzle to get gt by human cognition, then inputs
ID′i , PWi′ and biometric data w′i into the mobile device.
The
mobile
device
computes
Vi′ = h(ID′i ||RPWi′ ) = h(ID′i ||h(PWi′ ||R′i )), where
?

R′i = FE Rep(w′i , Pi ), and then verifies Vi′ = Vi . If Vi′ = Vi ,
mobile device confirms its legal holder and continues the
next process. Otherwise, mobile device terminates the
current process. (We note that, the equation Vi′ = Vi
means
that
ID′i = IDi , PWi′ = PWi
and
R′i = Ri , RPWi′ = RPWi where w′i should be close to wi
enough and satisfy the requirement of Fuzzy Extractor).

5.2.5 Auth Reply
RC → S j : {SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , h(Ci ||z), MAC3 , MAC4 }
Upon receiving S j ’s Auth Request, RC first verifies
?

MAC V r f yMK j (SID j ||gs ||gt ||CIDi ||MAC1 , MAC2 ) = 1.
If
MAC2
is
true,
RC
computes
IDi = CIDi ⊕ (gs )x ,Ci = h(IDi ||x) and verifies
?

MAC V r f yCi (SID j ||gs ||gt ||CIDi , MAC1 ) = 1. If MAC1 is
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true, RC confirms the legality of the remote user and
generates
Auth Reply
{SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , h(Ci ||z), MAC3 , MAC4 } to tell S j the
authentication result, where z is a nonce generated by RC,

5.3 Password Change Phase

MAC3 = MAC MacCi (SID j ||gs ||gt ||IDi ||h(Ci ||z))
and MAC4 = MAC MacMK j (SID j ||gs ||gt ||CIDi ||h(Ci ||z)).

When Ui wants to change his/her password for security
concern, Ui should pass the verification process of the
mobile device first (see 5.2.3), and then inputs a new
password
PWinew .
Mobile
device
computes
new
Vi
=
h(IDi ||h(PWinew ||Ri )),
Anew
=
i
Ai ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ h(PWi ||Ri )) ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ h(PWinew ||Ri )). At
last, mobile device replaces Vi , Ai with Vinew , Anew
i

5.2.6 Login Reply

6 Proof of Our Scheme
S j → Ui : {SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , h(Ci ||z), MAC3 , MAC5 }
After receiving Auth Reply, S j confirms the legality
of
Ui
through
verifying
MAC V r f yMK j (SID j ||gs ||gt ||CIDi ||h(Ci ||z), MAC4 ) = 1,
then computes SK = h((gs )t ||h(Ci ||z)), MAC5 =
MAC MacSK (SID j ||gs ||gt ||CIDi ||h(Ci ||z)) and sends
Login Reply {SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , h(Ci ||z), MAC3 , MAC5 }
to Ui . S j updates the session identifier as
{SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , h(Ci ||z)}.

5.2.7 Key Confirm
Ui → S j : {SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , h(Ci ||z), MAC6 }

In this section, we demonstrate the validity of our proposed
scheme by BAN-logic [2]. The notations used in BANlogic analysis are defined as follows:
• P |≡ X: The principal P believes a statement X or
P would be entitled to believe X.
• ♯(X): The formula X is fresh.
• P ⇒ X: The principal P has jurisdiction over the
statement X.
• P ⊳ X: The principal P sees the statement X.
• P |∼ X: The principal P once said the statement X.
• (X,Y ): The formula X or Y is one part of the formula
(X,Y ).
• hXiY : The formula X is combined with the formula
Y.
• {X}Y : The formula X is encrypted under the key Y .
K

Upon receiving Login Reply, Ui verifies
?

MAC V r f yCi (SID j ||gs ||gt ||IDi ||h(Ci ||z), MAC3 ) = 1.
If it is true, Ui computes SK = h((gt )s ||h(Ci ||z)) and
verifies
?

MAC V r f ySK (SID j ||gs ||gt ||CIDi ||h(Ci ||z), MAC5 ) = 1.
If it is true, Ui authenticates S j and replies the message
Key Confirm {SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , h(Ci ||z), MAC6 }, where
MAC6 = MAC MacSK (SID j ||gt ||gs ||CIDi ||h(Ci ||z)).
Then, Ui updates its session identifier by
{SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , h(Ci ||z)}.
S j successfully authenticates Ui and confirms the
session
key
by
verifying
MAC V r f ySK (SID j ||gt ||gs ||CIDi ||h(Ci ||z), MAC6 ) = 1.
Finally, S j and Ui authenticate each other and
establish a secure channel denoted by the session
identifier {SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , h(Ci ||z)}. The session key
SK = h(gst ||h(Ci ||z)) is used for encrypting and
decrypting the subsequent communications. In addition,
this process will be terminated by any mistake or error
caused by the verification procedures, and the participant
should send ”Error Warning!” as the reply to the intended
participants.
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• P ←→ Q: The principals P and Q use the shared
key K to communicate. Here, K will never be discovered
by any principal except for P and Q.
K

• P ⇋ Q: K is shared secret known to P, Q, and
possibly to one trusted by them.
• SK: The session key used in the current session.
Some main logical postulates of BAN-logic are
described as follows:
K

P|≡Q ⇋ P,P⊳hXiK
.
P|≡Q|∼X
P|≡♯(X)
• The freshness-conjuncatenation rule: P|≡♯(X,Y ) .
.
• The nonce-verification rule: P|≡♯(X),P|≡Q|∼X
P|≡Q|≡X
P|≡Q⇒X,P|≡Q|≡X P|≡(X,Y )
, P|≡X ,
• The jurisdiction rule:
P|≡X
P⊳(X,Y ) P|≡Q|∼(X,Y )
P⊳X , P|≡Q|∼X .

• The message-meaning rule:

According to the analytic procedures of BAN-logic,
we list the verification goals of the proposed scheme
below:
SK
Goal.1: Ui |≡ (Ui ←→ S j )
SK

Goal.2: S j |≡ (Ui ←→ S j )
Next, the proposed scheme is arranged from the
generic type to the idealized form in the following:
Login Request:
Ui
→
S j:
(SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hSID j , gs , gt ,CIDi iCi )
Sj
→
RC:
Auth Request:
(SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hSID j , gs , gt ,CIDi iCi ,
hSID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , MAC1 iMK j )
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Auth Reply:
RC
→
S j:
(SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi , hSID j , gs , gt , IDi , hziCi , (S j
|∼
gt )iCi , hSID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi , (Ui |∼ gs )iMK j )
Sj
→
Ui :
Login Reply:
(SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi , hSID j , gs , gt , IDi , hziCi , (S j
|∼
gt )iCi , hSID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi iSK )
Ui
→
S j:
Key Con f irm:
(SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi , hgs , gt , gst ,CIDi , hziCi iSK )
We make the following assumptions about the initial
state of the scheme to further analyze the proposed
scheme:
Ci

A.1: Ui |≡ (Ui ⇋ RC)
MK j

A.2: S j |≡ (S j ⇋ RC)
Ci

A.3: RC |≡ (Ui ⇋ RC)
MK j

A.4: RC |≡ (S j ⇋ RC)
A.5: Ui |≡ ♯(gs )
A.6: S j |≡ ♯(gt )
A.7: S j |≡ RC ⇒ (SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi , (Ui |∼ gs ))
A.8: S j |≡ t
A.9: Ui |≡ RC ⇒ (SID j , gs , gt , IDi , hziCi , (S j |∼ gt ))
A.10: Ui |≡ s
Based on the above-mentioned assumptions and rules
of BAN-logic, we analyze the idealized form of the
proposed scheme and the main procedures of proof as
follows:
According to the Auth Request, we obtain:
RC ⊳ (SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hSID j , gs , gt ,CIDi iCi ,
hSID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , MAC1 iMK j ).
According to the jurisdiction rule, we obtain:
RC ⊳ hSID j , gs , gt ,CIDi iCi ,
RC ⊳ hSID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , MAC1 iMK j .
According to the assumption A.3, A.4 and the
message-meaning rule, we obtain:
RC |≡ Ui |∼ (SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi ),
RC |≡ S j |∼ (SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , MAC1 ).
According to the jurisdiction rule, we obtain:
RC |≡ Ui |∼ gs ,
RC |≡ S j |∼ gt .
According to the Auth Reply, we obtain:
Sj
⊳
(SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi , hSID j , gs , gt , IDi , hziCi , (S j
|∼
gt )iCi , hSID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi , (Ui |∼ gs )iMK j ).
According to the jurisdiction rule, we obtain:
S j ⊳ hSID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi , (Ui |∼ gs )iMK j
According to the assumption A.2 and the
message-meaning rule, we obtain:
S j |≡ RC |∼ (SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi , (Ui |∼ gs )).
According to the assumption A.6 and the freshnessconjuncatenation rule, we obtain:
S j |≡ ♯(SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi , (Ui |∼ gs )).
According
to
S j |≡ RC |∼ (SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi , (Ui |∼ gs )) and the
nonce-verification rule, we obtain:
S j |≡ RC |≡ (SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi , (Ui |∼ gs )).
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According to the assumption A.7 and the jurisdiction
rule, we obtain:
S j |≡ (SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi , (Ui |∼ gs )).
According to the jurisdiction rule, we obtain:
S j |≡ (Ui |∼ gs ),
S j |≡ gs ,
S j |≡ hziCi .
According to SK = h(gst kh(Ci kz)) and the assumption
A.8, we obtain:
SK
S j |≡ (Ui ←→ S j ) (Goal 2)
According to the Login Reply, we obtain:
Ui
⊳
(SID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi , hSID j , gs , gt , IDi , hziCi , (S j
|∼
gt )iCi , hSID j , gs , gt ,CIDi , hziCi iSK ).
According to the jurisdiction rule, we obtain:
Ui ⊳ hSID j , gs , gt , IDi , hziCi , (S j |∼ gt )iCi .
According to the assumption A.1 and the
message-meaning rule, we obtain:
Ui |≡ RC |∼ (SID j , gs , gt , IDi , hziCi , (S j |∼ gt )).
According to the assumption A.5 and the freshnessconjuncatenation rule, we obtain:
Ui |≡ ♯(SID j , gs , gt , IDi , hziCi , (S j |∼ gt )).
According
to
Ui |≡ RC |∼ (SID j , gs , gt , IDi , hziCi , (S j |∼ gt )) and the
nonce-verification rule, we obtain:
Ui |≡ RC |≡ (SID j , gs , gt , IDi , hziCi , (S j |∼ gt )).
According to the assumption A.9 and the jurisdiction
rule, we obtain:
Ui |≡ (SID j , gs , gt , IDi , hziCi , (S j |∼ gt )).
According to the jurisdiction rule, we obtain:
Ui |≡ (S j |∼ gt ),
Ui |≡ gt ,
Ui |≡ hziCi .
According to SK = h(gst kh(Ci kz)) and the assumption
A.10, we obtain:
SK
Ui |≡ (Ui ←→ S j ) (Goal 1).

7 Analysis and Discussion
In this section, we analyze our enhanced scheme in the
view of security, efficiency, robustness and practicability.

7.1 Security Analysis
Before we analyze the security of our enhanced scheme,
we present some assumptions:
(i)The assumption of adversary’s capabilities have been
shown in section 3. Specifically, mobile device is nontamper resistant device, i.e., the information stored in
its memory can be compromised to the adversaries.
(ii)The problems of decision Diffie-Hellman (DDH)
problem, computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH)
problem and discrete logarithm problem are hard to
be solved by probability polynomial time algorithm.
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(iii)The components of cryptographic primitives are secure
under the security definitions, such as hash function,
MAC, Client Puzzle and Fuzzy Extractor.

forward and backward security, because any
compromised session key cannot affect the security of the
other session keys, even if the long term secret
confidential Ci is compromised. Moreover, MAC6
supports key confirmation for Ui and S j .

Generally speaking, there are three targets for the
adversary to break down authentication with key
agreement schemes, e.g., authentication, session key and
user’s credential. In details, no one can impersonate the
other participants, the session key must be known only to
intended participants, user’s credential as his/her privacy
cannot be compromised to any others. The following
analysis is discussed in the view of authentication, session
key and user’s credential.
7.1.1 Authentication
Firstly, the adversary cannot impersonate as the legal user
to access service servers. In our construction, the
adversary needs to obtain Ui ’s credential Ci to generate
which
includes
legal
Login Request,
MAC1 = MAC MacCi (SID j ||gs ||gt ||CIDi ). Ci consists of
RC’s master secret key x and is protected by Ui ’s PWi , wi .
In addition, Ci as the input key of MAC1 is secure under
the assumption of one-way MAC algorithm. Without
knowing Ci , Adv cannot pass RC’s authentication.
Therefore, user impersonation attack cannot be effective.
Secondly, the adversary cannot masquerade as the
service server to cheat Ui or RC. Without knowing MK j ,
which is pre-shared by S j and RC, Adv cannot generate
the legal Auth Request, which consists of
MAC2 = MAC MacMK j (SID j ||gs ||gt ||CIDi ||MAC1 ) to
masquerade as S j to cheat RC. In addition, Adv cannot
masquerade
as
Sj
to
cheat
Ui
without
MAC5 = MAC MacSK (SID j ||gs ||gt ||CIDi ||h(Ci ||z)),
where SK is the key of MAC5 , because Adv cannot obtain
the session key. Therefore, service server masquerade
attack cannot be effective.
At last, the adversary cannot spoof Ui or S j as RC.
Without knowing MK j or Ci , Adv cannot generate the
valid
MAC3 = MAC MacCi (SID j ||gs ||gt ||IDi ||h(Ci ||z))
or MAC4 = MAC MacMK j (SID j ||gs ||gt ||CIDi ||h(Ci ||z)).
Therefore, RC spoofing attack cannot be effective.

7.1.3 Credential
Three-factor authentication scheme should consider the
privacy of user’s credential, i.e., user’s password PWi , and
biometrics wi , secret random number Ri . Our enhanced
scheme focuses on protecting these credentials. Most of
all, users no longer need deliver their passwords or
biometrics to the honest but curious remote servers as the
verification tables, because password and biometrics as
user’s privacy will be reused in different areas for
authentication. Secondly, mobile device must confirm its
legal
holder
by
the
verification
parameter
Vi = h(IDi ||h(PWi ||Ri )) to validate IDi , PWi and wi , Pi .
Then, Ci can be correctly recovered from
Ai = h(IDi ⊕ h(PWi ||Ri )) ⊕ Ci . Without knowing the
correct and matching authentication factors, Adv cannot
acquire Ci . Moreover, Ri and PWi are protected each other
from being compromised, even if the mobile device is
non-tamper-resistant.

7.2 Performance Analysis
Table 2 shows the detailed comparisons of computation
cost among the schemes in [14,32,35] and ours.
Specifically, the Diffie-Hellman problem in finite field Fp
and on the elliptic curve E p (a, b) plays the same role, but
the security level and computation costs are different.
Here, we regard the modular exponentiation computation
in Fp as the point multiplicative computation on E p (a, b)
for convenient to compare the computation cost. In
addition, the symmetric operations TSym cost the same
level of complexity as well as Th and TMac are symmetric
operations. Therefore, we compare the computation cost
based on the time Th and TPM in total.
The comparison in table 2 shows that our scheme is
efficient than the scheme in [32], while costing more than
the schemes in [14]. The total cost is similar with Guo and
Wen’s scheme in [35].

7.1.2 Session Key

7.3 Discussion
Our proposal provides authenticated key exchange to
establish a secure session key SK = h(gst ||h(Ci ||z)).
Firstly, the session key is authenticated by Ui and S j ,
because gs and gt are contributors for the session key and
message authentication code. In other words,
man-in-the-middle attack can be prevented. Secondly, the
session key is fresh, because the materials gs and gt are
generated in each session by authenticated participants. In
addition, the mechanism of key exchange can achieve
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Table 3 shows the comparisons among the schemes in
[14,32,35] and our enhancement in the view of security,
robustness, practicability and efficiency. For security, our
enhancement can resist smart card lost or stolen attack if
the adversary can compromise the data stored in mobile
device. In addition, forward secrecy for session key can
be provided in case of the leakage of credentials. For
flexibility, in order to satisfy the specific applications, our
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Table 2: Performance Cost
Th TMAC TSym TExp TPM Total
[14] 15 0
0
0
0
15Th
[32] 21 0
0
0
8
21Th +8TPM
[35] 10 0
8
6
0
18Th +6TPM
ours 7
12
0
6
0
19Th +6TPM
Th denotes the time consumption of hash operation.
TMAC denotes the time consumption of MAC.
TSym denotes the time consumption of symmetric encryption or
decryption.
TExp denotes the time consumption of exponential operation.
TPM denotes the time consumption of point multiplicative on
elliptic curve.

Table 3: Comparisons
Security Robustness Practicability
[14] ◦
◦
•
[32] •
◦
•
[35] •
◦
•
ours •
•
•
• denotes offering more advantages.
◦ denotes offering less advantages.

Efficiency
•
◦
•
•

proposal provides user anonymity, while maintaining
static ID login mode if CIDi is replaced by IDi . For
example, users would like to access the online stores with
anonymous mode to protect their privacy on the Internet;
but when users pay for their commodities by electronic
bank systems, users must access their account with
real-identity mode. Therefore, our three-factor
authentication can be reduced to two-factor authentication
with less security properties, if the scheme gets rid of
biometrics wi and replaces Ri by a random generated
number. Moreover, according to the actual conditions,
biometrics verification system cannot be available
anywhere, thus it is necessary to sacrifice the security
attributes appropriately for the requirements of practical
application. At last, our designation is practicable for
users, because mobile device is more prevalent and
convenient to take along with oneself than smart card.
However, the above benefits are obtained through
sacrificing the computation cost, thus the computation
cost of our proposal is increased.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we analyze Li et al.’s scheme and point out
the potential security flaws. In addition, we demonstrate
that user impersonation attack and server masquerade
attack are effective on their scheme under the situation of
smart card breach. Therefore, the countermeasures are
presented as an enhanced scheme to overcome the
shortcomings. Our enhancement is more secure, robust
and practical, while costing more computation. At last,
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balancing the tradeoff between security and performance
is the motivation in our further research.
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